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Abstract

Introduction

Currently in use at the Naval Postgraduate School is a
fully functional experimental autonomous underwater
vehicle (AUV). The vehicle serves as a test bed for
research in autonomous control, autonomous obstacle
avoidance, automatic fault detection, guidance and
control at slow speed. It measures over seven feet (two
meters) in length and weighs about 430 pounds (215
kg). Maneuvering control is provided by four rudders
and dive planes, has twin propulsion motors, and
onboard sensors for speed, depth, angular rates and
positions and four ultrasonic sensors for range
information. All shipboard action is controlled by a
68030 microprocessor running under an OS-9 operating
system and a 0-96 bus with code written in 'C'
language. All systems are powered by lead acid gell
batteries for a test mission duration of about two hours.

This paper provides an analysis of the effects of ocean
current, thruster dynamic lags and acoustic sensor noise
on the motion control of an underwater vehicle in the
longitudinal direction. The context and importance of
this work lies in the increased use of ROV's for deep
ocean intervention and inspection tasks. With the ever
increasing emphasis on reduction of costs, it is the
contention of the authors that the use of fully
autonomous vehicles will be needed for routine
underwater jobs because they can be deployed from
platforms and will not need the support of expensive
surface assets. One of the missions foreseen for
vehicles of this type is to provide inspection of
underwater facilities. Motion control using onboard
sonar to 'servo' to a target will be a typical operation.

This paper presents some experimental modeling results
upon which computer simulations of the dynamic
positioning performance are based. Details are given of
the vehicle modeling, the influence of thruster dynamic
lags, Sliding Mode control design including integral
control for the compensation of ocean current effects,
and a Kalman filter design for the estimation of target
range and velocity from noisy sonar data. The filter can
remove transient fault anomalies which are common in
sonar data.
References and illustrations at end of paper

Current research at NPS and elsewhere is aimed at
designing robust controllers for underwater vehicles,
the slow speed behavior of which are highly uncertain.
The robust control of ROV's has been addressed by
Yoerger and Slotine (1985), and the design and
operation of the Jason supervisory control system has
been described by Yoerger et. al. (1986), in which a
surface operator drives the vehicle using a manual
teleoperated link from a surface ship. More recently,
Fossen (1991) has studied the same subject. At NPS
we are exploring the behavior of fully autonomous
underwater vehicles which are programmed prior to
launch and for which there is no tether. After recovery,
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the data stored on board is uploaded for data
visualization and postprocessing. All mission functions
are controlled by the onboard autonomous controller.
The ability to control the vehicle motion near an
underwater target is critical, and this is made more
difficult by the presence of ocean currents, dynamic lags
in the operation of the thrusters as shown by Y oerger et.
al. (1991), and sensor noise from the onboard sonar
ranging devices.
The paper gives an outline of the dynamic model used
for longitudinal motion control of an underwater
vehicle; the design procedure for a sliding mode
position controller including the use of integral control
for reduction of steady state position control errors
when ocean currents can not be precisely known; and
the influence of thruster lags which act to destabilize the
motion. Added sensor noise from sonar devices is
modelled and filtered using a Kalman filter to estimate
the vehicle's motion. While the paper is based on
simulated results, experiments with the NPS AUV II
vehicle are being conducted in order to verify the
contentions provided herein.

Vehicle Modeling
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m is the vehicle mass; Cd is the effective longitudinal
drag coefficient, L is the vehicle length and p is the
water density.
Notice that the vehicle longitudinal added mass is
included in terms of the nondimensional positive
coefficient Xil (assumed constant) with the vehicle's
rigid body mass.
.
.
Appropn~te values of a and p were ~eter~ned by in
water testmg of the NPS AUV II vehlcl~ WIth a speed
c.ommand entered o~ 1.5. f~ / s.ec. an~ usmg a Kalman
fIlter for parameter IdentIfICatIOn. FIgure 1 shows the
vehi~le and Figure 2 shows its respon~e togeth~r with
predicted model values for the acceleratIon behaVIOr.

Sliding Mode Tracking Control Design
Global position tracking errors are defined in terms of
the errors between actual and commanded position and
velocity by,

The equations of motion of underwater vehicles appear
x(t) = x(t) - xeorn (t) ;
in other places as in Abkowitz (1965), Principles of
Naval Architecture (1967), and, more recently with
.. ......... (3)
x(t) = x(t) - xeorn (t).
specific reference to underwater vehicle simulation and
control by Healey (1992), and neglecting the effects of Sliding Mode control, as described by Slotine and
sway, yaw, heave, pitch, and roll, may be expressed Coetsee (1986). and by Utkin (1977). selects a sliding
for the surge motion direction as:
surface O'(t), that is either a stable polynomial operator
acting on the output error, or a linear combination of the
........... (1) system state variables. The vehicle motion is in terms
ti(t) = -au(t)lu(t)1 + pn(t)ln(t)1
of the velocity u(t) relative to the water, and here, the
current
uex acts as a disturbance producing a steady
with the global velocity, given by;
offset in the position control. This may be compensated
by
the use of integral control. Therefore, by contrast to
x(t) = u(t) + u ex
.................. (2) other work, we add to the system of equations an
additional equation defming the integral of position error
where u(t) is the surge velocity of the vehicle relative to as,
a coordinate frame located in the ocean body of water,
z(t) = x(t)
....................... (4)
moving with current velocity u ex in the longitudinal
direction. net) represents the vehicle propulsion system with which we now define a sliding surface given by;
propellor rotational speed, and a is a coefficient
representing the combined effects of vehicle body drag
O'(t) = z(t) + AIZ(t) + A2z(t) .............. (5)
as well as the effect of loss of propulsion force with
vehicle forward motion speed. The propellor 'bollard and by differentiation, the sliding surface can be
pull' thrust depends on the square of the prop ell or computed in terms of position and velocity
rotation rate with a coefficient,p, given as,
measurements as
......... (6)

where
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The constants "'1 and "'2 must be chosen to provide a
.
_
h'
stable polynomial oper~tor when O'(t). - 0 w lch
represents the state of affrurs when the vehIcle response
is in a sliding condition. With a control that will drive
(j(t) to zero, the positional error will be driven to zero.
Now, even in the presence of disturbances which would
tend to force (j(t) to a nonzero constant, the positional
error will be driven to zero while the integrator output
will go to a non zero constant. To ensure global
asymptotic stability of (j(t), and a system return to a
sliding condition from ~y ~nitial con~ition or distur?ed
state, a Lyapunov functIOn IS formed III (j(t) whose time
I
derivative is always negative. The control to provide
. that condition will provide stable control of the vehicle.
It follows that if we define
V=O.5 (j2(t)
asymptotic stability will be achieved if

performed by substituting (10) into (1) and applying the
result to equation (8) using (6). In this process, it is
realized that the control law (10) must use erroneous
estimates of the current uex and the vehicle dynamics
constants, so that cancelling like terms, the true system
sliding surface dynamics are dependent on the
estimation errors as in;
s(t)=of-11tanh«j(t)/~)

where the time dependent uncertainty is given by,
of = a(x(t) - uex)l(x(t) - uex)1
-a,(x(t) - Uex)l(x(t) - uex)1
leading to a criterion that the switching strength, 11,
must be at least,
11 > I of II
to guarantee stability.

v= (j(t)6'(t) <0 Vt > 0

............. (7)
A more useful form of the above is to require that

Integral Control and Wind Up

If the above conditions are met, then d(j(t)!dt will
approach zero and (j(t) will tend to a constant value
.........
(8)
6'(t) = -11 sate (j(t) / ~)
which is proportional to the mismatch in the estimate of
The function sat(O'(t)/~) is a saturation function the current. This effect is exactly the desired result, as
the tendency of (j(t) to a constant proportional to the
modeled by
current estimation mismatch, allows the positional error
d(j(t)/dt = -11 sign«j(t» I(j(t)1 > ~
to be driven to zero as t tends to infinity - a design
feature
of the incorporation of integral control. While
d(j(t)/dt = -11 O'(t)/~ 1(j(t)1 < ~ ............ (9)
the elimination of steady state positional error is a
desirable feature of integral control, one side problem is
The use of this smoothing function is to reduce control that, if unchecked, the integral variable z(t) builds up in
chatter which would otherwise occur with the sharp an unbounded way. Even if the steady state positional
switching rule implied by (7) where d(j(t)/dt is errors ultimately tend to zero, the large built up value in
discontinuous at O'(t)=O. Substitution from (6) gives a z(t) takes a long time to reduce. This well known
formulation for the required control law using the problem with integral control is called 'wind up'. It is
vehicle dynamics as,
eliminated by the introduction of a limit function
essentially preventing the large build up of high values
in z(t). What is actually used in the formation of the
a(x(t) - uex)l(x(t) - uex)1 + ~n(t)ln(t)l- xeorn (t)
sliding surface is a limited form of z(t) given by;
+"'I*(t) + "'2 (t) = -11sat(O'(t) /~)

x

if Iz(t)1 > zlimit, z(t)

n2(t) = xeorn(t) - "'1*(t) - "'2 X(t)
-a(x(t) - uex)l(x(t) - uex)I-11sat«j(t) /~)

The effectiveness of the suppression of integral control
wind up will be demonstrated by the results of
simulations later in this paper.

and so,
net) =

~-I{~ln2(t)I}sign(n2(t»

= zlimit * sign(zlimit) ... (11)

.......... (10)

The usefulness of the Sliding Mode approach is that
stability in the presence of certain levels of uncertainty
can be verified. Uncertainty occurs in the modeling of
~ and a, and in the estimation of the ocean current. So,
under closed loop conditions, an errors analysis may be

Incorporation of Thruster Lags
In order to more fully simulate the dynamic behavior of
the vehicle, the effect of thruster lags are incorporated
by ~ first order lagging response of actual thrust to
changes in the propellor speed. 't is the first order time
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constant, and the actual thrust is then modeled by fc(t)
where
((t)

= -[1/ t]fc(t) + [~/ t]n(t)ln(t)1

.. ,(12)

When simulating thruster lags, a modification to
equation (1) is then made as follows to be used with the
model in equation (12).
u. ( t ) =

-au ()I
t u ()I
t + fc ( t ) ........... (13)

Sensor Noise and the Use of a Kalman Filter
. th e con tr011aw gIVen
.
by equat'Ion (10)'m t0
Programmg

a vehicle control computer requires the availability of
signals corresponding to the estimate of the ocean
current, the vehicle position relative to the target and the
relative velocity between the vehicle and the target.
These quantities are presumed to be available from
ultrasonic sonars which, at best, give a noisy
measurement of the required signals. Since a separate
doppler sonar is not available on the NPS AUV II
vehicle, estimates of position and velocity need to be
extracted from the primary sonar range data. We
assume a model based on kinematics where a three state
filter is used corresponding to the estimated position,
velocity and acceleration of the range signal and so the
system model for the measurement process becomes,
*(t) = xl(t)+ql(t)
*1(t) = x2(t)+q2(t) ................... (14)
*2(t) = 0+q3(t)
in which x(t), xl(t), x2(t), are estimates of the
position, velocity and acceleration from the sonar range
signal, ret). The measurement equation with ret) being
the sonar ranger output signal becomes,
ret) = x(t)+v(t)

OTC6974

Simulation Results
The results that follow are computer simulations baSed
on the model given by equation (1) and (2) with the
Sliding Mode Control given by equations (10), All
responses are to a step input of 10.0 ft (3 meters) with a
velocity and acceleration command of zero. Position
and velocity commands consistent with a stepwise
acceleration profile can be used to control the overshoot
seen in Figure 3. The step input in position command
was used to Th
more. ..
fully show
transientIbehavior
th
' the
Iattve
' of
e system.
e mlttaI veIOCIty
0f the vehicere
to
the water is assumed to be zero as it is released into the
current. The initial design of the Sliding Controller was
based on values of 1.0 for Al and A2 in rad/sec. and
rad/sec 2 units respectively. The controller formulation
used estimates of the position and velocity from the
Kalman filter driven by the range signal corrupted by an
estimate of the signal noise, vet).
Simulations were carried out using Matlab on Sun and
Vax workstations. Experimental data were obtained
from testbed runs of the NPS AUV II vehicle during the
last year.
Figure 3 shows the vehicle position response and the
resulting command for propellor speed from the Sliding
Mode Controller incorporating integral control features
as outlined in the sections above. Also shown for
contrast, are results without integral control (A2 = 0).
Perfect state measurements are assumed for this result
without any sensor noise or thruster lags. The actual
current simulated was - 4.0 ft/sec,while the estimated
current used in the controller was -1.0 ft/sec. The need
for integral control is clearly shown by the steady state
offset present without the integral term. Using the
integral formulation not only removes the offset, but the
system speed of response is increased.

.............. (15) The values of O'(t) along with certain terms of the
sliding surface for the above results are shown in Figure
The values of the system noises, ql (t), q2(t), ~(t), and 4. For the case with integral control, crt) approaches the
the measurement noise vet), must be estimated and the value of the term A2Z(t), and for the case without
filter design and speed of response is dependent on the integral control, O'(t) approaches the value of the term
choices made. Gen~rally, incre~sing the syster:n noise A x(t) and O'(t) is the same value in the steady state
values makes the fIlter faster m response wIth less 1 ,
.
.
.
.
filtering of the measurement noise and increasing the reg~?less of whIch. cont;r0ller IS used. Smce the fmal
measurement noise produces the converse. The posItIOn of the vehIcle IS constant,. O'(t). must be the
formulas for the updating of the position and velocity same for the c~mmanded speed t~ be Ide~tlcal from ~th
estimates are standard and are not repeated here. The controllers. ThIS may be seen by mspectlon of equatIOns
effects of the use of the filter will be elucidated in the (6) and (10), setting A2 = 1 and then to 0 to compare the
section on simulated results below.
steady state values of net) for the two cases.
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Figure 5 shows the effect of measurement noise on the
position and propeller speed. A uniformly distributed
random signal with zero mean was added to the position
measurement prior to the Kalman filter estimation. The
mismatch between the actual and estimated current for
this simulation was reduced by setting ucx = -4.0 and

The figure clearly shows the effect of the noise in the
estimated values which are generally larger in magnitude
than the actual values. The phase lag on the other hand
is quite small and permits a stable response of the
system. Response to a much slower filter is shown in
Figure 10. Smoothing of the noise has been
accomplished, but the magnitude errors have grown
cx = -3.0. The responses to noise amplitudes of 0.2 along with a significant phase lag in the estimate of
and then 0.5 feet is shown. The positioning
performance is only slightly affected by the introduction x(t). These errors, especially in the phase of the
ofthe noise. The propeller speed command on the other estimated global velocity, x 1(t) has caused the system to
hand is highly affected by the measurement noise, become unstable. This demonstrates that the filter must
increasing in amplitude with increased noise amplitude. be tuned so that noise effects are minimized while
maintaining a reasonable estimate of the position and
To investigate the effects of thruster lags, the position velocity.
responses to three different values of the time constant,
Conclusions
t, in equation (12) is shown in Figure 6. A
measurement noise amplitude of 0.5 feet is used. The
response to 1:= 0.2 seconds is quite good, but becoming A procedure to position an underwater vehicle in the
more oscillatory for 1: = 0.5 sec. The system becomes presence of a current using acoustic servoing has been
presented. Since the only method of position
unstable when 1: is increased to 1.0 sec. This
measurement was assumed to be from acoustic range
demonstrates that the thruster lag can significantly
sensors, a Kalman filter was needed to estimate the
change the behavior of the system and must be vehicle velocity from the range data. The inclusion of
estimateable to some degree and compensated if it is an integral term in the sliding surface formulation
large. Figure 7 shows the position and propulsion force removes steady state position offsets caused by the
response for the case of 1: = 0.2 sec.
current. Effects of lags between propeller speed an
.
.
.
propulsion force were studied and it was confirmed, as
So far, the sunulati~ns have used a fast actm~ co~troller expected, that system instability will occur if a large
and a fast K~man f~ter. The fast controller Imphes that delay is present and uncompensated. Since acoustic
t~e term <I> IS relatIvely sn:'~ll. For our case <I> = 1.0. sensors are often noisy, simulations including sensor
The noise corrupted
FIgure 8 shows the pOSItIon a~d propeller speed noise were performed.
response for a ~low controlle! WIth <I> = 20.0 and no measurements cause the propeller speed to chatter when
measurement nOIse. The tranSIent. p~ of the response high gain controllers are used. If precision motion
between 0 and about 12 seconds IS mdependent of <1>, control is to be achieved, particular attention must be
since the switching t~~ is saturated during this ~~e. paid to improved modelling of thrusters, including their
Near the target pOSItIon, however, a small pOSItIon dynamic performance. Secondly, the ability to measure
offset is present, and is attributed to the small gain of target range reliably and with low noise is paramount.
the non-linear switching term. This significantly
reduces the the effectiveness of the integral term in the
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Figure 1 Sketch of the NPS AUV II Vehicle
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Figure 8 Response using a Slow Controller
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Figure 9 Response using a Fast Kalman Filter
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Figure 10 Response using a Slow Kalman Filter
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